
Edge Cloud
Сloud-based platform to solve business challenges and accelerate digitalization worldwide

✓ 20+ locations with 

virtual and bare

metal servers

✓ 20+ IaaS and PaaS 

services

✓ L3–L7 DDoS 

protection

✓ 24/7 highly-skilled 

technical support



We are Gсore 

Gcore is an international leader in public cloud 

and edge computing, content delivery, hosting, 

and security solutions.

We manage a global infrastructure designed

to provide enterprise-level businesses with

first-class edge and cloud-based services.

Our story

https://gcorelabs.com/about/
https://gcore.com/about/


What is Gcore Edge Cloud?
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Edge and cloud services that help you deploy projects and scale easily. We provide private, hybrid, and on-premises cloud solutions.



Why Gcore Edge Cloud?

Reliable data 

centers

Tier III and IV data centers 

with Tbps-scale bandwidth, 

redundant power supply, spare 

parts, and 24/7 monitoring

L2

connectivity

Bare metal servers and virtual 

machines can be connected 

into private networks

Cost

efficiency

Pay-as-you-go billing model. 

Infrastructure building in a 

30% more cost-efficient way 

than the big 3 cloud providers

Trust

and security

GDPR, PCIDSS, ISO/EIC 

27001 compliance

Integrated advanced 

protection against L3, L4, and 

L7 DDoS attacks

Best

practices

Efficient business solutions 

based on 20+ infrastructure 

and platform services and 

next-generation hardware

Global 

presence

20+ public locations in Europe, 

Asia, the USA, and Latin 

America

Easy

setup

Self-service portal with user-

friendly control panel, detailed 

knowledge base, and API docs

Rapid 

deployment

Ready-made dev environments 

launched in minutes

$



Gcore Cloud benefits: Global presence

US

• Santa Clara

• Chicago

• Manassas

Latin America

• São Paulo

Australia

• Sydney

Asia

• Hong Kong

• Singapore

• Tokyo

• Almaty

Europe

• Almaty

• Amsterdam

• Amsterdam-2

• Frankfurt

• London

• Luxembourg

• Luxembourg-2

• Paris

• Paris-2

• Istanbul

• Warsaw

Africa

• Johannesburg

20+ Сore and Edge locations



Gcore Cloud benefits: Cost efficiency
Virtual machines pricing comparison (2022)

Cloud full pricing

https://gcorelabs.com/about/
https://gcore.com/pricing/cloud/


Gcore Cloud features: 

Compute resources
Virtual machines from €5 per month  |  Variety of configurations for a variety of tasks

Shared VM with partial core usage. Best for workloads that do not require high performance: test & dev tasks, hosting a static (or business card) website, for proxy/VPN 
organization (with few connections and sessions).

Standard Best for a wide range of workloads that require predictable computing performance.

CPU-Optimized Best for tasks and projects that intensively use the central processing unit (CPU) and require predictable computing performance. For example, batch processing of 
large datasets, video encoding, mathematical models, rendering, specialized software, big data processing, certain databases, and some CPU-oriented applications.

RAM-Optimized Best for in-memory computing, data processing and modernization, and databases.

High-Frequency VM with a high CPU clock rate (3.7 GHz in the basic configuration).

IntelSGX Best for frequency-sensitive applications, typically SAP, databases, WMS (Warehouse Management Systems), etc.

GPU VM with Intel SGX technology (a set of processor instructions that can be used by applications to isolate private areas (enclaves) of code and data), providing them 
with better protection against disclosure or modification. Ideal for storing critical, sensitive data and confidential information in the cloud.

GPU-High-Frequency VM with a graphics card that is suitable for working with graphic information, neural networks, rendering, simulation,
deep and machine learning applications, and high-performance computing.



Gcore Cloud features: 

Computing resources
Bare metal from €211 per month | Powerful physical servers with

unlimited access to compute resources in stock

Basic Single-core servers with typically 2236/2336 CPUs. 

Suitable for lightweight applications or 

microcontainers.

Infrastructure Multi-core multi-socket configurations for hosting 

applications that are demanding in the number of 

cores, optimized for multithreading.

High-Frequency Single-core servers with typically 2288G/2388 

CPUs. Suitable for hosting applications that are 

demanding in processor frequency.

Cloud full pricingBM configurations

https://gcorelabs.com/about/
https://gcore.com/pricing/cloud/
https://gcorelabs.com/about/
https://gcore.com/cloud/bare-metal-servers/


Gcore Cloud features: 

Secure computing 

Secure Cloud

Virtual Servers

With Basic DDoS 

Protection

Basic protection is free of 

charge (you pay only for 

compute instances) 

✓ Always-on protection for each virtual machine. 

Reflecting attacks: DNS, NTP, SSDP, MSSQL, 

LDAP, SNMP, CharGen, Memcache, Echo, RIP, 

and ARMS.

✓ Traffic threshold: 5 Gbps. (If traffic is higher, 

the IP address will be blocked automatically for 

12 hours.)

✓ Traffic rate below200 Mbps per destination IP 

is not protected.

Bare Metal Servers 

With Advanced

DDoS Protection

€50 per bare metal server

✓ Protection against all types of DDoS attacks at 

L3, L4, and L7.

✓ 6 custom protection profiles: special presets 

considering security specifics of the 

applications that will be run on bare metal 

servers. Currently available profiles: TCP, 

CS:GO, ARK, RUST, GTA V, and Minecraft.

https://gcorelabs.com/about/


A cloud infrastructure based on Graphcore IPUs and the Gcore cloud services to 

accelerate machine learning. Designed to help businesses go through every stage 

of their AI adoption journey, from building proof of concept to training and 

deployment.

✓ World-class performance for natural language processing

✓ Fully automated AI infrastructure

✓ 20+ IaaS and PaaS services in a single rack

✓ Wide range of management tools: work with models via the 

control panel, API, or Terraform

✓ Dataset management and integration with S3/NFS storage

✓ Version control: Hardware, Code, Dataset

✓ Secure trusted cloud platform

IPU-PODs are ready to order in Luxembourg and Amsterdam.

About AI Infrastructure

Gcore Cloud features:

AI Infrastructure

https://gcore.com/cloud/ai-platform/


Performance benchmark

(Gcore Cloud vs. AWS EC2)

We compared the latest 

main AWS VMs against 
their Gcore equivalent. 

We tested and exposed 

different aspects
of performance.

G-Core Labs vs

EC2 - Geekbench

https://projector.cloud-mercato.com/projects/g-core-labs-ec2/geekbench/price-perf-graph?price_field=monthly_&currency=EUR


Performance benchmark

(Gcore Cloud vs. AWS EC2)

G-Core Labs vs EC2 - Geekbench

https://projector.cloud-mercato.com/projects/g-core-labs-ec2/geekbench/graph?price_field=monthly_&currency=EUR


Trusted by



+352 208 80 507  | sales@gcore.com | gcore.com

Go global faster
with Gcore Edge Cloud

mailto:sales@gcore.com
https://gcore.com/

